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APP Information

	Download Version	 2.9 (14)
	Apk Size	13.60 MB
	App Developer	Floatricks
	Malware Check	TRUSTED
	Install on Android	4.1.x and up
	App Package	com.lwi.android.flapps.pdf.apk
	MD5	bbe2349dc0cb620db2ba46daf41600c3
	Rate	3.3
	Website	
http://www.floatingapps.net
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Download APK File (13.60 MB)
Get from Google Play




App Description

Floating Apps - PDF Module is android,flapps,tools,floating, content rating is Everyone (PEGI-3). This app is rated 3.3 by 10 users who are using this app. To know more about the company/developer, visit Floatricks website who developed it. com.lwi.android.flapps.pdf.apk apps can be downloaded and installed on Android 4.1.x and higher Android devices. The Latest Version of 2.9 Available for download. Download the app using your favorite browser and click Install to install the application. Please note that we provide both basic and pure APK files and faster download speeds than APK Mirror. This app APK has been downloaded 19051+ times on store. You can also download com.lwi.android.flapps.pdf APK and run it with the popular Android Emulators.

This app provides PDF rendering capabilities to Floating Apps (and other apps) and doesn't work alone. However, it's necessary for Floating PDF Viewer and Floating Document Viewer to work correctly. 

Download Floating Apps from Google Play and experience real multitasking on your Android:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lwi.android.flappsfull

Visit our website: 
https://www.floatingapps.net

Floating Apps is the largest and the most advanced collection of floating apps available on Google Play. Each floating app is a small app that opens in a window and floats over all other apps unlocking real multitasking on your Android phone or tablet!
 

App ChangeLog

	Fixes bugs and crashes.
	Adds support for new Android versions.
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More Android Apps to Consider
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Floating Apps - DOCS Module



Download DOCS module for Floating Apps..
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Floating Apps



com.wilco375.recentsfloatingapps.
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Clean Master (Speed Booster)



com.cleanmaster.mguard.
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Recents Floating Apps Pro



com.wilco375.recentsfloatingappspro.
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Floating Apps Free (multitasking)



Experience real multitasking on your Android!.
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Floating apps - Multitasking



Make best use of your big screen Multitask by using floating apps.
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Send files to TV



com.yablio.sendfilestotv.
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My Floating Apps – Multiple Apps (Multi-Tasking)



Enable multi-tasking & open multiple apps in your smart phone with floating app.
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OfficeSuite Pro + PDF



ANDROID'S TOP MOBILE OFFICE - Word, Excel, PowerPoint and PDF at your fingertips
.
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Ifeanyichukwu Jonathan Okolie





 The best thing that has happened to my phone and to my life in 2021... Thanks to the developer for a perfect job weldone. Can't believe they're forcing everyone like some stupid developers do to become premium users. They made it free and want you to voluntarily donate. I will be donating and will be willing to get my organization to support whatever good cause you're promoting. Thanks much much
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Seth





 I thought this would be the solution to the poor software development and workflow of my Boox Max Pro. Multi-window mode is a native hidden feature of Android 6.0, but not having that feature on an Android tablet makes it 10 times less useful as a notebook/textbook replacement for school. I thought this would be the solution to this problem, but it is not. It will not open up my PDF Textbooks that other PDF apps open up just fine. It said they are either not compatible or too large. I have plenty of free ram, so this makes no sense. If I want to do my homework in the note app on my Boox, I would need to be able to float my notes and PDF textbook. Unfortunately this does not work. I would consider the paid version if they fix this issue., otherwise it is not useful for my purposes.
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Emmanuel Simeon





 For me, this an auxiliary pdf reader. I'm using android 6.0 which doesn't support freeform or split screen. I use my main pdf reader to open up a file, also, I open up same file on this pdf module (now, why would I do that?). On my main e-reader, I view the itemized steps taken on a particular content. simultaneously, I use this pdf module to view its analysis, which comes after the last step. The steps could be 500 lines and before now, I had to scroll up, down between analysis and steps.. this was too much task for me.... It has also saved me from jumping from one app to my main e-reader just to compare contents. Now I could enjoy some of the features offered by higher android version without upgrading or modding my phone.. it may have its own flaws, who doesn't ? but still, its so so helpful and handy ... thanks so much to the awesome developer. You're the best. #PLEASE INCLUDE 'CONTINUOUS SCROLL' feature IN NEXT UPDATE.
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Samantha Currier





 Great app that allows its users to use their phone like a desktop with multiple windows and allow thibgs to continue going in the background like youtube while still using other apps without interference. No! Thank you LWi s.r.o. for making such a great app, you earned every bit of the review!
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Osvaldo Farinha





 if a pdf file has a password, the apps does not ask for it and it opens a blabk page, can you fix this?
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A Google user





 Very helpful during the game and reading the walkthrough same time.But sometimes it can't read the files it's annoying.
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Antar





 I just want the pdf module but just for 1 app I need to install another app which takes almost 200 mb from phone space I don't need any other modules,if possible please build a lite mode for this app.yes I understand that.
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Roxana kosheyar





 After uninstalling and reinstalled floating apps even via installed Doc & pdf modules but if I click on a pdf shortcut on homescreen it says I must download modules I sent a video shot about it to u
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Rayhan aarbi





 excellent app i m using floating before 2 years.
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Sabir Engineering





 needs continuous improvement efforts to get better
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BEES Republica Dominicana
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myBCIT Mobile
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CITA CITATA Lagu Lengkap offline dengan lirik
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Secret Agent Scuba Diving Game
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Lite VPN - Secure VPN Proxy
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UK Holiday Calendar
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🙏 Welcome GIF/Images Collection 💝
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Messages and Quotes Wishes
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Scheduling by Prospera
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adidas Running - Run Tracker
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Android Movie APPS APK
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Android TV APPS APK
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Top Android Cryptocurrency Apps
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Top Android Free VPN Apps
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Top Android Anime Apps And Games
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Android Editors' Choice APPS
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Health And Fitness
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VidaRTVplus
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SCI-Hard
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LVFree Vision Enhancer
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My Weight Loss Journey
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ResponsiBLUE
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MI Sleep Coach
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Roadmap 2.0
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MPrint
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Kidney Transplant Education
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